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Abstract
This paper describes design criteria for creating highly
embedded, interactive spaces that we call Intelligent
Environments. The motivation for building these systems is
to bring computation into the real, physical world to support
what is traditionally considered non-computational activity.
We describe an existing prototype space, known as the
Intelligent Room, which was created to experiment with
different forms of natural, multimodal human-computer
interaction. We discuss design decisions encountered while
creating the Intelligent Room and how the experiences
gained during its use have shaped the creation of its
successor.

1. Introduction
This paper describes design criteria for creating highly
embedded, interactive spaces that we call Intelligent
Environments (IEs). The motivation for building IEs is to
bring computation into the real, physical world. The goal is
to allow computers to participate in activities that have
never previously involved computation and to allow people
to interact with computational systems the way they would
with other people: via gesture, voice, movement, and
context.
We describe an existing prototype space, known as the
Intelligent Room, which is a research platform for exploring
the design of intelligent environments. The Intelligent
Room was created to experiment with different forms of
natural, multimodal human-computer interaction (HCI)
during what is traditionally considered non-computational
activity. It is equipped with numerous computer vision,
speech and gesture recognition systems that connect it to
what its inhabitants are doing and saying.
Our primary concern here is how IEs should be designed
and created. Intelligent environments, like traditional
multimodal user interfaces, are integrations of methods and
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systems from a wide array of subdisciplines in the Artificial
Intelligence (AI) community.
Selecting the modal
components of an IE requires a careful strategic approach
because of the a priori assumption that the IE is actually
going to be embedded in the real-world. In particular, there
is a need for the use of synergy (Cohen [4]) to allow
imperfect modalities to reinforce and support each other.
We discuss below the design of our laboratory’s
Intelligent Room and how experiences gained during its use
have shaped the creation of its successor. Given the
increasingly widespread interest in highly interactive,
computational environments (Bobick et al. [3]), (Coen
[6,7,8]), (Cooperstock et al. [10]), (Lucente et al. [17]), we
hope these experiences will prove useful to other IE
designers and implementers in the AI community.
Some of the earliest work in this area has been done
wholly outside the AI community. This is primarily due to
the perception that AI has little to offer in the way of
robust, ready for the real world systems. We contend that
Intelligent Environments not only would benefit from AI
subdisciplines ranging from knowledge representation to
computer vision, but they would be severely limited
without them.

Outline
Section 2 describes some sample interactions with and
applications of the Intelligent Room. These range from an
intelligent command post to a reactive living room.
Comparison to other HCI paradigms, such as ubiquitous
computing,
and
other
embedded
computational
environments is contained in section 3. Section 4 presents
the Intelligent Room’s physical infrastructure. Sections 5
and 6 detail the Intelligent Room’s visual and spoken
language modalities. We document the rationales that
influenced our approach, system limitations, and solutions
we are pursuing in the development of the next generation
Intelligent Room currently under construction in our
laboratory.

2. Room Interactions
Our approach with the Intelligent Room has been to create
a platform for HCI research that connects with real-world
phenomena through several computer vision and speech
recognition systems. These allow the room to watch where
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people are moving, under certain circumstances where they
are pointing, and to listen to a fairly wide variety of spoken
language utterances.
The Intelligent Room supports a variety of application
domains. One of these is a command center for planning
hurricane disaster relief in the Caribbean. This makes use
of two interactive projected displays that respond to both
finger pointing and laser pointing gestures. A sample
interaction with the disaster relief center is:
User: “Computer, <pause> stay awake.”
[The room will now listen for utterances without requiring they be
prefaced by the word Computer.]
User: “Show me the Virgin Islands.”
Room: “I'm a showing the map right next to you.” [Room shows
map on video display closest to the user.]
User: [now points at St. Thomas.] “Zoom in. How far away is
Hurricane Marilyn?”
Room: “The distance between Hurricane Marilyn and the city of
Charlotte Amalie located in St. Thomas is 145 miles.”
User: “Where’s the nearest disaster field office?”
[Room highlights them on the map.]
Room: “The St. Thomas disaster field office is located one mile
outside of Charlotte Amalie. Michael, there is a new weather
forecast available. Do you want to see it?”
User: “Yes, show me the satellite image.”

We are currently developing a next generation of the
Intelligent Room, called Hal (after the computer in the
movie, 2001: A space odyssey). Hal is furnished like a
combination home/office and supports a wider range of
activities than the original Intelligent Room. A scenario
that currently runs within Hal is:
I walk into Hal and lie down on the sofa after
shutting the door. Hal sees this, dims the lights,
closes the curtains, and then puts on Mozart softly in
the background. Hal then asks, “Michael, what time
would you like to get up?”
The goal of implementing these types of scenarios is to
explore and help define what an intelligent environment
should be, what sensory capabilities it needs, and to
determine what roles such environments could potentially
play in our lives. In the process, these scenarios provide
insight into both how AI systems can participate in the real
world and directions for further research in the
subdisciplines whose systems contribute to the creation of
intelligent environments.

3. Motivation
Intelligent environments are spaces in which computation is
seamlessly used to enhance ordinary activity. One of the
driving forces behind the emerging interest in highly
interactive environments is to make computers not only
genuinely user-friendly but also essentially invisible to the

user. The user-interface primitives of these systems are not
menus, mice and windows but gesture, speech, affect, and
context. Their applications are not spreadsheets and word
processing but intelligent rooms and personal assistants.
Intelligent environments are both embedded and
multimodal and thereby allow people to interact with them
in natural ways. By being embedded, we mean these
systems use cameras for eyes, microphones for ears, and
ever-increasingly a wide-range of sophisticated sensing
technologies to connect with real-world phenomena.
Computer vision and speech recognition/understanding
technologies can then allow these systems to become fluent
in natural forms of human communication. People speak,
gesture, and move around when they communicate. For
example, by embedding user-interfaces this way, the fact
that people tend to point at what they are speaking about is
no longer meaningless from a computational viewpoint and
we can build systems that make use of this information. In
some sense, rather than make computer-interfaces for
people, we want to make people-interfaces for computers.
Coupled with their natural interfaces is the expectation
that these systems are not only highly interactive (i.e. they
talk back when spoken to) but also that they are useful for
ordinary activities. They should enable tasks historically
outside the normal range of human-computer interaction by
connecting computers to phenomena (such as someone
walking into a room) that have traditionally been outside
the purview of contemporary user-interfaces.
Why this isn’t Ubiquitous Computing
Intelligent environments require a highly embedded
computational infrastructure; they need many connections
with the real world in order to participate in it. However,
this does not imply that computation need be everywhere in
the environment nor that people must directly interact with
any kind of computational device. Our approach is to
advocate
minimal
hardware
modifications
and
“decorations” (e.g., cameras and microphones) in ordinary
spaces to enable the types of interactions in which we are
interested. Rather than use the computer-everywhere
model of ubiquitous computing – where for example, chairs
have pressure sensors that can register people sitting in
them or people wear infrared-emitting badges so they can
be located in a building – we want to enable unencumbered
interaction with non-augmented, non-computational objects
(like chairs) and to do so without requiring that people
attach high-tech gadgetry to their bodies (as opposed to the
approach in [24,25]).
AI-based approaches have much to offer these
environments. For example, although a pressure sensor on
a chair may be able to register that someone has sat down,
it is unlikely to provide other information about that person,
e.g., her identity. Visual data from a single camera can
provide far more information than simple sensing
technologies. This includes the person’s identity, position,
gaze direction, facial expression, gesture, and activity ([13,
25,17,30,12]). While there has yet to be a coherent system

that unifies all of these capabilities, many prototypes are
currently under development. Furthermore, enhancing the
capabilities of a computer vision system often requires
modifying only the software algorithms that process
incoming images and not the room’s sensory components.
Also, because the room senses at a distance, objects, in
particular people and furniture, do not need to be physically
augmented and/or wired for the room to become aware of
them.
Other related work
The DigitalDesk project (Wellner [26], Newman et al. [19])
was an early and influential system that had a bird’s eye
view of a desktop through an overhead video camera. It
recognized and responded to predetermined hand gestures
made by users while interacting with real paper documents
on the surface of a desk. The Intelligent Room has a
desktop environment directly motivated by the DigitalDesk,
which recognizes a wider range of complex hand gestures
(Dang [11]).
Other substantial efforts towards highly interactive
environments include an automated teleconferencing office
(Cooperstock et al. [10]) and an immersive fictional theater
(Bobick et al. [3]). Each of these projects makes use of
embedded computation to enable unusual human-computer
interactions, e.g., vision-based person tracking. However
their modal processing is extraordinarily specific to their
applications, and the applicability of such carefully tuned
systems to other domains is unclear. The Classroom 2000
project (Abowd et al. [1]) is an educational environment
that automatically creates records linking simultaneous
streams of information, e.g. what the teacher is saying
while a student is writing down her notes on a digital pad.
Mozer ([18]) describes a house that automatically
controls basic residential comfort systems, such as heating
and ventilation, by learning patterns in its occupants
behavior.
Related user-interface work such as Cohen et al. [5] uses
multimodal interface technology to facilitate human
interaction with a preexisting distributed simulator. In
doing so, it provides a novel user-interface to a complex
software system, but it is one that requires tying down the
user to a particular computer and a specific application.
We are interested in creating new environments that
support never before conceived of applications –
applications that historically have not involved
computation.

4. The Intelligent Room
The Intelligent Room occupies a 27’x37’ room in our
laboratory. Approximately half of this space is laid out like
an ordinary conference room, with a large table surrounded
by chairs. (See Figure 1.) This section has two bright,
overhead LCD projectors in addition to several video
displays. There is also an array of computer controlled

Figure 1 – A skeletal view of the
conference area in the Intelligent Room
video equipment which is discussed below. Mounted at
various places in the conference area are twelve video
cameras, which are used by computer vision systems.
Separated from the conference area by a small partition
and occupying the rest of the room are most of the
workstations that perform the room’s computation. The
section of the room is not interactive, but having it adjacent
to the interactive conference area simplifies wiring,
implementation and debugging.
The Intelligent Room contains an array of computer
controlled devices. These include steerable video cameras,
VCRs, LCD projectors, lights, curtains, video/SVGA
multiplexers, an audio stereo system, and a scrollable LCD
sign. The room’s lighting is controlled through several
serially interfaced X-10 systems. Many of the room’s other
devices have serial ports that provide both low-level control
and status information, e.g., our VCRs can report their
present position on a videotape to give us random access to
video clips. The room can also generate infrared remote
control signals to access consumer electronics items
(namely, objects that don’t have serial ports).

Room Controller
When the Intelligent Room was in the early stages of it
design and construction, the most challenging research
problems appeared to be developing its computer vision
and speech recognition/understanding systems. What was
not obvious is that interconnecting all of the rooms many
subsystems and coordinating the flows of information
among the room components was a non-trivial problem.
Developing a software architecture that allowed the room
to run in real-time and cope with vagaries of its real-world
interactions emerged to be one of the room’s chief research
problems.
What emerged from an iterative development process is
a modular system of software agents known collectively as
the Scatterbrain (described in detail in Coen [6]). The
Scatterbrain currently consists of approximately 50 distinct,
intercommunicating software agents that run on ten
different networked workstations. These agents’ primary
task is to connect various components of the room (e.g.,

tracking and speech recognition systems) to each other and
to internal and external stores of information (e.g., a person
locator or an information retrieval system). Essentially, the
Scatterbrain agents are intelligent computational glue for
interconnecting all of the room’s components and moving
information among them.

5. Room Vision Systems
Person Tracking
The Intelligent Room can track up to four people moving in
the conference area of the room at up to 15Hz. The room’s
person tracking system (DeBonet [13]) uses two wallmounted cameras, each approximately 8’ from the ground.
(A debugging window from the system showing the view
from one of the cameras is shown in Figure 2.)
We initially decided that incorporating a tracking system
in the Intelligent Room was essential for a number of
reasons. It gives the room the ability to know where and
how many people are inside it, including when people enter
or exit. The room is able to determine what objects people
are next to, so for example, it can show data on a video
display someone is near. A person’s location in the room
also provides information about what she is doing. For
example, someone moving near a video display while
others are seated around the conference table might indicate
she is giving a presentation.
The tracking data are useful for supplying information to
other systems in the room including, to our surprise, our
speech understanding system. It was clear from the start
that tracking could disambiguate other room modalities, for
example, by providing a foveal area for gesture recognition.
However, its use in providing contextual information to the
room’s speech recognizer is a revealing example of how
one modality can be used to help overcome the weaknesses
of another. In this case, where people are in the room can
sometimes provide information about what they are likely
to say (see section 6).
The tracking system works via background segmentation
and does 3D reconstruction through a neural network. The
output image from each camera is analyzed by a program
that labels and identifies a bounding box around each
occupant in the room. This information is then sent
through a coordination program that synchronizes the
findings from the individual cameras and combines their
output using a neural network to recover a 3D position for
each room occupant. People are differentiated in the
system using color histograms of their clothing, which the
room builds when they first come inside. Because the
room’s configuration is fairly static and the cameras used
for tracking are stationary, the tracking system can build a
model of the room’s relatively slowly changing background
to compare with incoming images.
The tracking subsystem also controls three steerable
cameras. These can be used to follow individuals as they
move about the room or to select optimal views of people

Figure 2 - Tracking System Debug Window
given their position and previous knowledge of room
geometry, e.g. where people likely face when standing in
particular areas of the room.
This approach differs from the overhead tracking system
described in Bobick et al. [3]. Their domain had 27’ high
ceilings, for which it is quite reasonable to look for people
from a single camera bird’s eye perspective. Rooms with
ordinary height ceilings do not make this possible, so a
stereo vision system seems necessary for performing
background segmentation.

Pointing
The Intelligent Room’s two overhead LCD video projectors
display next to each other on one of the room’s walls. Each
can display SVGA output from one of the room’s
workstations or composite signals from any of the room’s
video sources, e.g., a VCR. These projected displays
support both finger and laser pointing interactions. For
example, the room can track the finger of a person who is
pointing within four inches of the wall where images are
displayed. Alternatively, the person can use a laser pointer
to interact with the display from a distance. Both of these
pointing systems also allow displayed screen objects to be
selected (i.e. clicked) or moved (i.e. dragged).
Additionally, the pointing systems allow people to treat
the displays like virtual whiteboards. The room can draw a
visible trail on top of a displayed image that follows the
continuous path of a motile pointing gesture. This allows
people to overlay handwritten text and drawings on top of
whatever information the room is displaying. These can
then be automatically recalled at a later date, for example,
when the room shows this information again.
The finger pointing system uses two cameras mounted
parallel to the wall on either side of the displays. It makes
use of only three scan lines from each camera image to
explore the region closest to the wall’s surface. The laser
pointing system uses a camera roughly orthogonal to the
plane of the display wall to locate the laser’s distinctive
signature on the wall’s surface. These systems run at
approximately 15-20Hz, depending on the precise type of
interaction, and provide resolution per display ranging from
approximately 640x480 for laser pointing to 160x120 for
finger pointing.
Although the pointing systems are

sufficiently responsive for discrete pointing and dragging
events, handwriting recognition using the above mentioned
drawing feature does not seem practical with out at least
doubling the sampling frequency.

Interactive Table
Through a ceiling mounted camera, the room can detect
hand-pointing gestures and newly placed documents on the
surface of the conference table. The gesture recognition
system has been used to support a wide variety of functions
(described in Dang [11]). We found, however, that making
gestures over the surface of a table was not a particularly
natural form of interaction and required extensive practice
to master. As has been widely observed in the graphical
user interface community, we found that increased novelty
in an interface does not necessarily lead to increased utility.
This is even more pertinent in domains like the Intelligent
Room, which stress natural modes of interaction.
One useful application of this system, however, allows
people to place Post-It notes on the surface of the table
and assign to them particular functions, such as dimming
the lights or announcing the current time. Touching a given
note then evokes its assigned behavior from the Intelligent
Room. As a mnemonic, the function of each note can be
handwritten upon it, giving the table the feeling of a virtual,
very non-standard control panel. The room is oblivious to
any written information on these notes, as long as it doesn’t
interfere with the color segmentation that allows individual
notes to be recognized.

Issues
Our person tracking system uses a neural network to
perform 3D reconstruction. The tracking network is trained
by laying a masking tape coordinate system on the room’s
floor and then training the network by having a person
stand at each intersection of the axes. (The grid was
roughly 10x20.) Although non-network approaches to 3D
reconstruction are possible, such as directly calculating the
reverse projective transformation, they would all likely
require a user-intensive preliminary learning period to
determine the transformation between room and image
space. Thus, installing our tracking system is labor
intensive and requires some familiarity with how it
operates.
Another difficulty with this approach is that the system is
enormously sensitive to any deviation from its training
conditions. For example, if one of the cameras is moved by
so much as 1cm, the tracking system fails to function.
Although automatic recalibration might be possible by
using natural or artificial environmental fiducials, in
practice these are either difficult to detect or highly
intrusive when added to the environment. Thus, cameras
being moved or rotated requires retraining the neural
network, something a non-technical user would never want
to do.
It is not accidental that so much computer vision research
around the world is performed in rooms without windows.

Computer visions systems, particularly ones that rely on
background segmentation, can be extraordinarily sensitive
to environmental lighting conditions. For example, early in
the Intelligent Room’s development, ambient light coming
through a newly opened door could completely disrupt all
of the room’s vision systems. While this was an early
design flaw, in general it can be extremely difficult to
compensate for changing lighting conditions.
Shadows are also particularly difficult phenomena to
cope with and we took great pains to avoid them. We
disabled some of the room’s overhead fluorescent lighting
and used upward pointing halogen floor lamps instead.
Additionally, we selected a fairly dark colored carpet,
which is better at shadow masking. The tracking system
also used a color correction mechanism for shadow
elimination. However, a static color correction scheme was
only partially useful because the tracking cameras were
affected by the dynamic lighting of the projected video
displays.

Solutions
Our research agenda for computer vision systems for Hal
has changed drastically from the approach used in the
Intelligent Room. Rather than incorporating the state of the
art in visually based interactions, we have become far more
interested in robust vision systems that require little
calibration and are essentially self-training.
We have enabled the room’s vision systems to reinforce
one another. For example, our multi-person tracker may
temporarily lose people when they occlude one another or
blend into the background. One way to help offset this is to
have the finger pointing system provide information useful
for tracking. Someone finger pointing at the projected
display must be standing somewhere near that position on
the room’s floor. By knowing where someone is pointing,
the tracker can focus its attention on that section of the
room. Conversely, the tracking system allows the room to
identify the person who is pointing at the wall. By
determining which tracked person is closest to the pointed
at position, the room can distinguish among its inhabitants
during finger pointing gestures.
Various devices in the room can also interact with its
vision systems. The software agents that control the
room’s drapes and electrical lights notify the vision systems
before they do anything that might affect the room’s
ambient lighting. This allows each vision system either to
recalibrate or to deactivate itself until conditions favorable
to its correct operation are restored and also avoids
incorrect event recognition due to luminosity changes.
Although dynamic person tracking seemed essential
during the design of the Intelligent Room, it became clear
in retrospect that the vast majority of the tracking system’s
output is thrown away. Few applications need or can make
use of real-time trajectory information for the room’s
occupants. Rather, what is particularly important is to
know where someone is when she stops moving (i.e. next to
or sitting on some piece of furniture) or when she has
crossed a particular threshold (i.e. the room’s doorway).

It is far easier and computationally less demanding to
build systems that provide these kind of relatively slowly
changing data without resorting to real-time occupant
tracking. They look for people at rest in places where they
are expected to be found, such as sitting on a couch or
standing by a display, or for people crossing through a
narrow, well-defined region such as a doorway.
We have implemented and experimented with several
such systems, which we call static person locators and
threshold detectors. These include a template-based couch
detector, which locates people either sitting or lying down
on a chair or sofa. This system is easily trained and quite
robust. We have also implemented a dedicated doorway
tracker for distinctly determining when someone enters or
leaves the room, and thereby it also keeps track of how
many people are currently present. Both of these systems
are algorithmically quite simple and far less sensitive to
environmental variations than our initial tracking system.
They have proved quite robust, and their initial detection
accuracy in varying light conditions and over a wide range
of individuals is over 90%.
We are also creating generic chair locators using a
ceiling mounted vision system. Our assumption is that
occlusion of a chair provides evidence that someone is
sitting in it, and this person can be located using prior
knowledge of the chair’s position. This system will use
low dimension eigenspaces for approximating object
manifolds under varying pose and lighting conditions
(Stauffer [21]). The advantage to this approach is that the
system need not be given in advance an explicit model of
the chairs it will be locating. The system can construct
object manifolds itself by having a user rotate any new
types of chairs she brings inside.

6. Speech Interactions
Among the earliest decisions regarding the Intelligent
Room was that it should support spoken language
interactions. In particular, we were interested in allowing
these interactions to be unimodal – i.e. ones that did not tie
the user to a video display to verify or correct utterances
recognized by the system nor require a keyboard for
selecting among possible alternative utterances. We also
wanted to avoid simply creating a keyboard replacement
that allowed speech commands to substitute for actions
ordinarily performed by typing or mouse clicking. Finally,
we wanted to allow interaction with multiple applications
simultaneously and thus not have interactions that
monopolized the user. In the process, we have tried to
allow the Intelligent Room to engage in dialogs with users
to gather information, correct misunderstandings, and
enhance recognition accuracy.
People in the Intelligent Room wear wireless lapel
microphones that transmit to the speech understanding
system described below. By default, the room ignores the
spoken utterances of its inhabitants, which are generally
directed to other people within the room. This state is

known as “the room being asleep.”1 To obtain the room’s
attention, a user stops speaking for a moment and then says
the word “Computer” out loud. The room immediately
responds with an audible, quiet chirp from an overhead
speaker to indicate it is paying attention. The user then has
a two second window in which to begin speaking to the
room. If the room is unable to recognize any utterances
starting within that period, it silently goes back to sleep
until explicitly addressed again. However, if what the user
says is recognized, the room responds with an audible click
and then under most circumstances it returns to sleep. This
hands- and eyes-free style of interaction coupled with audio
feedback allows a user to ignore the room’s computational
presence until she explicitly needs to communicate with it.
There is no need to do anything other than preface spoken
utterances with the cue Computer to enable verbal
interaction. Thus, a user can interact with the room easily,
regardless of her proximity to a keyboard or monitor.
The Intelligent Room is capable of addressing users via
the Festival Speech Synthesis System (Black et al. [2]).
Utterances spoken by the room are also displayed on a
scrollable LCD sign in case a user was unable to understand
what was said. The room uses its speech capability for a
variety of purposes that include conducting dialogs with
users and getting its occupant’s attention without resorting
to use of a visual display. Sometimes, the room chooses to
respond vocally to a question because its video displays are
occupied by what it considers high priority information.
For example, if a user asks, “What’s the weather forecast
for New York City?” the room can simply read the forecast
to the user, rather than put up a weather map containing
forecast information if its displays are occupied.
For processing spoken utterances, we use both the
Summit (Zue et al. [27]) and DragonDictate speech
recognition systems in parallel. Each of these has different
strengths and used together they have fairly robust
performance. The Summit system recognizes continuous
speech and is particularly adept at handling syntactic
variability during recognition. By entering bigram models,
it is fairly straightforward to build topically narrow but
syntactically unconstrained sets of recognizable utterances.
Bigram models, however, make it quite difficult to exclude
particular statements from being erroneously recognized by
the system and require that we heavily post process
Summit’s output. This is performed primarily by the
START natural-language information retrieval system
(Katz [15]).
DragonDictate is a commercially available system
primarily used for discrete speech dictation, meaning that
users must pause after each word. This, when coupled with
its relatively low word accuracy, would be an intolerable
speech interface to the room. However, DragonDictate also
supports explicit construction of continuous speech,
context-free recognition grammars. Via a special library, it
also provides complete control over low-level aspects of its
1 The room’s vision systems continue to function and respond to
users even when it is not listening for verbal input.

behavior to external applications, which makes it ideal for
incorporating into other systems.

Issues
There is a tradeoff between making the room’s
recognition grammars sufficiently large so that people can
express themselves somewhat freely versus making the
grammars small enough so that the system runs with high
accuracy and in real-time. We tuned DragonDictate’s
performance by creating sets of specialized grammars for
different room contexts and having the room’s software
agent controller dynamically activate different subsets of
grammars depending on the context of the activity in the
Intelligent Room (Coen et al. [9]). This allows us to
overcome the combinatorial increase in parsing time due to
incorporating natural syntactic variability in the recognition
grammars.
Instead of keeping a single enormous recognition
grammar active, the room keeps subsets of small grammars
active in parallel, given what it currently expects to hear.
The key assumptions here are that certain types of
utterances are only likely to be said under particular
circumstances, and these are circumstances among which
the room is capable of distinguishing. These may be
related to where someone is spatially, the history of her
previous interactions (i.e. what room applications are
active), how she is gesturing, what devices in the room are
doing, etc. At the simplest level, this can range from the
implausibility of someone saying “stop the video,” when
none is playing, to more complex dependencies, such as the
meaninglessness of someone asking “What’s the weather
there?” if no geographic entity has somehow been brought
to the room’s attention.
We have generalized the notion of linguistic context to
include the state of and goings on in the room and have put
this contextual knowledge into the room’s software agents
rather than its linguistic data structures. For example, if the
room starts showing a video clip, the agent that controls the
showing of videos activates the grammars that involve
VCR operation. When the clip stops, these grammars are
in turn deactivated. More interesting cues can involve the
location of someone inside the room. The fact that
someone has moved near an interactive displayed map
causes the room to pay attention to spoken utterances
involving geographic information. Thus, information from
the room’s other systems can help overcome computational
limitations in the room’s speech recognition and
understanding systems.
Verbal interactions can also be extremely useful for
dealing with the room’s other modalities. They can be used
to gather information about what the room is observing, to
modify internal representations of its state, or to correct a
perceptual error. It is also of enormous benefit to be able to
verbally interact with the room’s vision systems while
developing or debugging them, because it is generally
impossible to manually interact with them at a workstation
while remaining in the cameras’ fields of view.

7. Conclusion
Our experience with the Intelligent Room has led us to
reevaluate many of our initial assumptions about how a
highly interactive environment should be designed.
Intelligent environments need to be more than rough
assemblages of previously existing systems. In particular,
careful selection and communication among modalities can
lead to synergistic reinforcement and overall, a more
reliable system. The modalities must also be carefully
selected in order to make the environment easy to install,
maintain, and use under a wide range of environmental
conditions.
Systems that dynamically adjust to the room’s activity,
such as our speech understanding system, and systems that
can train themselves and avoid extensive manual
calibration, are essential to an IE’s success. We hope the
issues addressed in this paper will both stimulate further
discussion and prove useful to other designers of intelligent
environments.
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